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Abst rac t  
This paper deals with the construction of analytic-numerical so utions with a priori error bounds for systems of the type 
ut = Aux,, u( O, t ) + ux( O, t ) = O, Bu(1, t ) + Cux(1, t) = O, 0 < x < 1, t > O, u(x, O ) = f (x ). Here A, B, C are matrices for 
which no diagonalizable hypothesis i assumed. First an exact series solution is obtained after solving appropriate vector 
Sturm-Liouville-type roblems. Given an admissible rror e and a bounded subdomain D, after appropriate runcation an 
approximate solution constructed in terms of data and approximate eigenvalues i given so that the error is less than the 
prefixed accuracy e, uniformly in D. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords." Coupled differential system; Coupled boundary conditions; Analytic-numerical solution; Vector 
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I. Introduction 
Coupled partial differential systems with coupled boundary value conditions are frequent in quan- 
tum mechanical scattering problems [1,19,27,28], chemical physics [16,17,22], modelling of cou- 
pled thermoelastoplastic response of clays subjected to nuclear waste heat [13], coupled diffusion 
problems [7,20,30]. The solution of these problems has motivated the study of vector and matrix 
Sturm-Liouville problems [3,4,12,18]. In this paper we study systems of the type 
ut(x,t)-Aux~(X,t)=O, <x<l ,  t>O,  (1) 
u(0, t) + ux(O, t) = 0, t > 0, (2) 
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Bu(1 , t )+Cux(1 , t )=O,  t>0,  (3) 
u(x,O) = f (x ) ,  0 ~<x ~< 1, (4) 
where the unknown u=(u l , . . . ,  Urn) T and f (x )=( f l , . . . , fm)  v are m-dimensional vectors and A,B, C 
are m x m complex matrices, elements of C m×m. Mixed problems of the above type but with Dirichlet 
conditions u(O,t)= 0, u (1 , t )= 0 instead of (2), (3) have been treated in [15,23]. Here we assume 
that A is a positive stable matrix 
Re(z) > 0 for all eigenvalues z of A, (5) 
and that the pencil B + 2C is regular, i.e, the determinant det(B + 2C) = IB + 2C I is not identically 
zero. Conditions on function f (x )  will be determined below in order to specify existence and 
well-posedness conditions. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, vector eigenvalue differential problems 
of the type 
xtt(x) ~- /~2X(x)  = 0, 0 < X < 1, t>~0, 2 > 0, 
X(0) + X'(0) = 0, (6) 
BAJX(1)+CAJX ' (a )=o,  O<~j<~p-1, 
are treated. Sufficient conditions for the existence of an appropriate sequence of eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions, as well as some invariant properties of the problem, are studied. In Section 3 an 
exact series solution of problem (1)- (4)  is obtained using results of Section 2 and the separation 
of variables technique. Section 4 deals with the construction of an analytic-numerical so ution of the 
problem with a prefixed accuracy in a bounded subdomain. The approximation is expressed in terms 
of the data and approximate eigenvalues of the underlying eigenvalue problem of the type (6). 
Throughout this paper, the set of all eigenvalues of a matrix C in C m×m is denoted by a(C) and 
its 2-norm denoted by [] C [1 is defined by [11, p. 56] 
II Cz 112 
II c II = sup- - ,  
II z 112 
where for a vector y in C m, [[ y ][2 is the usual euclidean orm of y. Let us introduce the notation 
~(C) = max{Re(~o); co E o-(C)) and/~(C) = min{Re(a0; o~ C a(C)}. By [11, p. 556] it follows that 
m-- 1 t k 
][ e tc [[ ~et~(c)Z [[ V~ C Ilk t~>0. (7) 
k! k=0 
If B is a matrix in C nXm we denote by B t its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. An account of properties, 
examples and applications of this concept may be found in [5,26]. In particular the kernel of B, 
denoted by Ker B coincides with the image of the matrix I -B tB  denoted by Im( I -B tB) .  We say that 
a subspace E of C m is invariant by the matrix A E C m×m i fA(E)C  E. The property A(Ker G)C Ker G 
is equivalent to the condition GA(I -GtG)  = 0 since Ker G = Im(I - GtG), see [5]. The Moore- 
Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix can be efficiently computed with the MATLAB package. The set 
of all the real numbers will be denoted by ~. The determinant of a matrix C c C mxm is denoted by 
[C[ and the conjugate transpose of C is denoted by C*. If z=a + ib is a complex number we denote 
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by ~ = a - ib its conjugate. Finally we denote by C D the Drazin inverse of the matrix C E C m×m. 
We recall that C D can be computed as a polynomial in D and by [5, p. 129] it follows that 
z#0,  zEa(C)  if and only if z-l E ~r(CD). (8) 
If C is invertible then C D = C -1. An account of properties, examples and algorithms for the com- 
putation of the Drazin inverse may be found in Ch. 7 of [5]. 
2. On a class of vector eigenvalue differential problems 
Vector Sturm-Liouville systems of the form 
-(P(x)y') '  + Q(x)y = 2W(x)y, a <~x <~b, 
A'~ y(a) + A*P(a)J(a) = 0, 
B~y(b) + B~P(b)y'(b) = O, 
where P, Q and W are symmetric m x m matrix functions of x with P and W positive definite 
for all x E [a,b]; y is an n-vector function of x, 2 is a scalar parameter, and AI,A2,BI and B2 are 
m × m matrices such that (A1,A2), (BI,B2) are full rank m × 2m matrices, with A'A2 - A*AI = 0, 
B'B2 -B ;B1 = 0, have been recently treated in [3,4,12,18], and arise in a natural way in quantum 
mechanical applications. The recent literature on quantum mechanical scattering problems related 
to these problems includes [1,16,17,22]. In this section we consider vector eigenvalue differential 
problems of a different nature, in the sense that we admit more than two boundary value conditions 
and under different hypotheses. If p > 1, we consider the vector problem 
X"(x) -4- 22X(x) = 0, 0 < x < 1, 2>_-0, 
X(0) -4-X'(0) = 0, (9) 
BAJX(1)-4-CAJX'(1)=O, O<<,j<<,p-1, 
where A,B, C are matrices in C m×m such that the matrix pencil B -4- 2C is regular, i.e., 
]B + 2C1 is not identically zero. (10) 
Under hypothesis (10), since the determinant IB + 2C1 is a polynomial of degree m, the matrix 
B -4- 2C is singular at most for m different values of 2. Hence 
There exists complex numbers Po such that B + poC is invertible. (11 ) 
Assume that 
There exists an eigenvalue ~0 of the matrix (B + poC)-lc, (12) 
such that 
(1 + P0)~0 # 1 and ~0 is a real number. (13) 
1 - ~o(1 + P0) 
The general solution of the vector equation X" -4- 22X ----- 0 is given by 
sin(2x)D;. + cos(2x)E~, D;.,E;. E C m, 2 > O, 
X;~(x)= Dox+Eo, D0,EoEC m, 2=0.  
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Condition X(0) + X'(0) = 0 produces 
(sin(2x) - 2 cos(2x))D~, 2 > 0, (14) 
Xj.(x) = Do(x - l ) ,  2=0.  
By imposing the boundary value conditions BWX(1)+ CAJX'(1)= O, O<~j<~p- 1, one gets that 
the vector D~ must satisfy 
[(22C + B) sin(2) + 2(C - B) cos(2)]WD~ = 0, 0 ~<j ~< p - 1, 2 > 0 (15) 
and 
CDo=O, 2=0.  (16) 
In order to obtain nonzero solutions of problem (9), for 2 > 0, the vector Di. must be nonzero. By 
(15) one gets the condition 
Hi. = (22C -~ B) sin(2) + 2 cos(2)(C - B) is singular. (17) 
Under hypothesis (11 ) we can write 
H~. = sin(2)[(22 - po)C + B + poC] + 2cos(2)[(po + 1)C - (B + p0C)], 2 > 0, (18) 
(B + P0 C )- I H~. = sin(2) [(22 - Po )(B + Po C )-1C + I] + 2 cos( 2 ) [( Po + 1 )(B + P0 C )- t C - I]. 
(19) 
Under hypothesis (12), taking values of 2 > 0 satisfying 
sin(2)(1 + (22 - p0)~0) ~- 2 cos(2)((1 + Po)~0 - 1) = 0 (20) 
by (19) and the spectral mapping theorem [8, p. 569], the matrix (B+ poC)-lHa is singular. Hence 
Hi. is singular for values of 2 > 0 satisfying (20). Note that by (13), if 2 > 0 satisfies Eq. (20) one 
gets s in(2)¢ 0 and Eq. (20) is equivalent to 
~0 2./>0. (21) 2cot (2 )=a22+l+a,  a= 1 -~o( l+p0) '  
It is easy to show that Eq. (21) has an infinite sequence of solutions {2k} whose location depends 
on the parameter a in the following way: 
Case 1: (a > 0) 
k r t<2k  <(2k+1)2 ,  k~>l. 
Case 2: (a = 0) 
2o=0 and k rc<2~<(2k+l )2 ,  k~>l. 
Case 3: ( -4 / (4  + rc 2) < a < 0). Here we have infinitely many subcases. Let 





4 + (2j + 1)7~ 2'
-4  -4  I 
4 + (2j + 1 )2~2'  4 + (2j + 3)2/c2 " 
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one gets the sequence {2k, j}k>~l of solutions of (21) satisfying 
0<2,<2,  krt<2k, j<(k+l )2 ,  l<~k<<.j 
and 
7~ 
~jwl, j  = (2j ÷ 1)2, (2k ÷ 1)~ < 2k, j < (k ÷ 1)7t, k ~>j + 1. 
If a EJj, j>~O, then the solution sequence {2kj}k~>l of (21) is located as follows: 
r~ 1 n 0<21 < ~, k rc<J .k , j<(2k+ )~, l<~k<~j+l  
and 
(2k + 1)2 < 2k, j < (k + 1)rt, 
Case 4: (a = -4/(4 + rt2)) 
21=2,  (2k -1 )2  <2k<kTt ,  
Case 5: (a < - 4/(4 + It2)) 
(2k -1 )2  <2~<kn '  k/>l. 
k>~j+ 1. 
k~>2. 
The following lemma provides information about the eigenvalues ~o of the matrix (B + poC)-lC 
verifying (12). 
Lemma 2.1. Let Po and ~o be complex numbers atisfying conditions (10) and (11), respectively. 
Assume that ~o satisfies one of the following conditions: 
( i )  ~o = 0,  
(ii) ~Xo # 0 and ao=l/(flo+iIm(po)), where rio is a real eigenvalue of the matrix ((B+poC)-lC) D- 
Im(po)I satisfying 
flo # 1 + Re(po). (22) 
Then 1 - ~o(1 + Po) # 0 and ao/(1 - (1 + po)C~o) is a real number. 
Proof i  If 7o = 0 the result is immediate. Under hypothesis (ii) it follows that 
1 
- -  = flo + iIm(po), (23) 
~o 
and 1/aoEa(((B + poC)-lC)D). By (8) it follows that aoEa((B + poC)-lC). By (22) one gets 
1 - a0(1 + Po) = 1 - (Po + 1)/(flo + i Im(po)) # 0 and by (23) 
~o _ ao = 1 /ao  - 1/ao  - (Po  - -rio) = O. 
1 - (~+ 1)~oo 1 - - (po+ 1)ao [1/~o-(-f i~+l)][1/~o-(po+l)] 
Thus the result is established. [] 
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Remark 1. Note that if Po E ~ then eo is any real eigenvalue of the matrix (B + poC)-lC. 
Let ~(Po,~o) be the eigenvalue set of problem (9) and note that 0E~(po ,  eo) if and, only if 
eo =0 is an eigenvalue of C, that is, if C is a singular matrix. If 2 > 0 satisfies (21) by (18) one 
gets 
1 - 2 cot(2) = ~o(22 - P0 + (P0 + 1)2 cot(2)), (24) 
1 
sin(2)H~. = (22 - P0 + (Po + 1)2 cot(2))C + (1 - 2 cot(2))(B + poC), 
1 
sin(2)H). = (22 - Po + 2 cot(2)(1 + po))[C - eo(B + poC)]. (25) 
Note that if 2 E o~(po, Co) with 2 > 0, then ~2 _ Po + (Po + 1 )2 cot(2) ~ 0 because otherwise by (24), 
1 - 2cot(2) = 0 and by (21) we would have 22 + 1 = 0, contradicting that 2 > 0. Hence (25) can 
be written in the equivalent form 
1 
1))sin(2)H~ = C - ~o(B + poC). (26) 0 2 Po + 2 cot(2)(po + 
Let G(po, Co) be the matrix in C mp×m defined by 
C - ~o(B + poC) 
[C - O~o(B + poC)]A 
G(po, ~0) = : (27) 
[C - ~o(B + poC)]A p-1 
Condition (15) is equivalent to the condition 
G(po, ~0)D~ = 0, 2 E o~(p0,~o). (28) 
Eq. (28) admits nonzero vector solutions D;. E C m if 
rank G(po, ~o )D;. < m. (29) 
Thus, if D;~ =fl 0 satisfies (28), the vector functions 
X~(x) = [sin(2x) - 2 cos(2x)]D~ (30) 
are eigenfunctions of problem (9). If C is a singular matrix, then from (28), 2 --- 0 is also an 
eigenvalue of problem (9) and if CDo = O, Do ~ O, the function 
Xo(x) = (x - 1 )Do, Do E C m, CDo = 0, 
is an eigenfunction of problem (9). Suppose that 
(1 + Po)~o = 1. 
Substituting this condition into (20) one gets 
(22 + 1 ) ~0 sin(2) = 0 
and since ~o ~ 0, by (33) it follows that 
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By (17) and the spectral mapping theorem [8, p. 569], the matrix H;. is singular if and only if C -B  
is singular and Eq. (28) takes the form 
(C-B)AJD~=O, 0~<j~<p-1, 2>0.  (35) 
By (34) the positive eigenvalue set of problem (9) in this case is o~(po,~o)= {krc; k>~ 1} and the 
corresponding eigenfunctions are 
X~(x) = (sin(krtx) - krc cos(kTr.x))Dk, 
C-B  
G(po, ~o)Dk = (C -. B)A Dk = O, Dk # 0 (36) 
L(C-B)A 
Summarizing, the following result has been established: 
Theorem 2.1. Let p >>. 1 be an integer, assume that pencil B + 2C is regular and let po be defined 
by (11 ). Assume that ~o is a eigenvalue of (B + poC)- t C satisfyin9 (13) and that matrix G(po, ~o) 
defined by (27) satisfies (29). Then problem (9) admits a sequence of real non-negative eiyenvalues 
~(po, ~o). I f  2 E ~(po, ~o) is an eigenvalue, the associated eigenfunction set is 9iven by (14) where 
Dj. is a nonzero m-dimensional vector lyin9 in Ker G(po, ~o ). The explicit expression for D~ is 9iven 
by 
D). = (I - [G(po, ~o)tG(po, ~o)])S~, (37) 
where S;. is a nonzero arbitrary vector in C m. 
Proof. The proof is a consequence of previous comments and Theorem 2.3.2 of [26] that provides 
the general solution of G(po,~o)D;.----0 in the form (37). [] 
The following result shows that eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of problem (9) are independent of
the chosen number P0 verifying (11). Properties (13) or (32), and (29) are also invariant. 
Theorem 2.2. Let Po # Pl be complex numbers such that B + poC and B + plC are invertible 
matrices in C re×m, then the followin9 properties hold: 
(i) I f  C~o E a ((B + poC) -1 C) then 1 - (Po - Pl )~o # 0 and 
~o E a((B + poC)-lC). 
~1 = 1 - ~o(po - pl) 
(ii) I f  ~o,~l,po, pl are defined as in (i), then (~o-po) satisfies (13) if and only/f(~l,pl)  satisfies 
(13). Furthermore, the eigenvalues of(9) are invariant when (~I,Pl) replaces (~o, P0) in conditions 
(11)-(13). 
(iii) Eigenfunctions of problem (9) correspondin 9 to the pair (Po,~o)E •2 coincide with those 
associated to (pl,cq) by (i). Furthermore, Ker((B + poC) -1 -  ~toI)= Ker((B + plC) -1 -  ~1I) and 
matrices G(po, ~o), G(pl, ~1 ) have the same rank. 
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Proof. (i) If a0 = 0 E a((B + poC)-~C), then the matrix C is singular and hence ~1 = 0 also belongs 
to a((B + p~C)-~C). If a0 ~ O, by the properties of determinants one gets 
o = I(B + poC) - l c  - ~olI = IC - ~o(B + poC)[  = IC - ~o(B + p,C  + (Po - p l )C) l  
= I[1 - ~o(Po - p, ) ]C  - O~o(O + p,C) l .  (38)  
Since B + Pl C is invertible, by the last equation it follows that 1 -ao(Po-  P~ )~ 0 because otherwise 
0 = [ao(B + plC)[, contradicting the invertibility of (B + p~C). By (38) we can write 
C ~o pl)(B plC)  (B ~oI 
0= - 1 - ~o(Po - + = +plC) - IC -  1 - ao(Po - Pl) " 
Hence 
~0 = ~1E a((B + p lC) - l c ) .  
1 - O~o(Po - P l )  
(ii) Note that if ao = 0 then al = 0 and Eq. (20) is the same replacing Pl by Po. Thus ff(Po, 0) = 
f f (p l ,0) .  If ao¢0 ,  by part (i), ~ 50  and 
al 1 1 
1 - (P l  + 1)~1 1/oq - (P l  + 1)  1/~o - (Po - P l )  - (P l  + 1) 
1 ~o 
1/~o - (Po + 1) 1 - 0~o(Po + 1)  
with 
1 - P I l l  = 1 - al  = 1 - ao = 1 - Po lo  
1 - (P l  + 1 )a l  1 - (P l  + 1 )a l  1 - (Po + 1)ao 1 - (Po + 1)~o" 
Hence the coefficients of Eq. (20) are the same as the corresponding coefficients when ao and Po are 
replaced by al and Pl, respectively. This proves that ff(Po, ao)= ~-(Pl, al) and these eigenvalues 
sets of problem (9) are invafiant when (Pl, ~1 ) replaces (Po, ao). 
(iii) By Theorem 2.1, and parts (i) and (ii) of this theorem one gets that eigenfunctions of 
problem (9) are invariant replacing (Pl, ~1 ) by (Po, 0~o). Vectors D~. appearing in (28) for ff(Po,~o) 
are the same as those appearing for ff(Pl ,  al ). In order to prove this we show that Ker G(po, ao)= 
Ker G(pl, al). First we prove that Ker((B + poC) - lC  - aoI) = Ker((B + Pl C) - IC  - all). Let y ~ 0 
be a vector in C m such that ((B + poC) - lC  - O~oI)y = 0. Hence 
0 = [C - O~o(B + poC)]y = [C - po(B + plC + (Po - p l )C)]y  
= [1 - ~o(Po - p, )C  - po(B + plC)]y, 
0= [C-  ao + plC)] y [C ~I(B + plC)]y  
1 - O~o(Po - p l )  (B  = - 
and 
y E Ker[(B + p lC) - I c  - all]. 
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By definition of G(p0,~0) given by (27) we have 
C - ao(B + poC) = (1 - ac0(P0 - pl))[C -- ~1(B + plC)], 
G(po, ~0) = (1 - O~o(Po - Pl ) )G(pl, al ). 
Hence G(po, a0)D~ = 0 if and only if G(p,, a,)D;. = 0 and the result is established. [] 
(39) 
3. Construction of an exact series solution 
Let us seek solutions v(x, t) of the boundary value problem (1)-(4)  under hypotheses (11 )-(13). 
The separation of variables technique suggests 
v;.(x,t):  T;(t~;.(x), T ( t )EC  mxm, X(x )EC m, 2>/0, (40) 
where 
T'(t) + 22AT;.(t) = O, t>>.O, 2)0 ,  (41) 
xji'(x)+22X;(x)=O, 0 <x < 1, 2~>0, 
X;.(0) + X;I(0 ) = 0, (42) 
BX;~ ( 1 ) + CX; ( 1 ) = O. 
The solution of (41) satisfying T~(0)=I ,  is T;~(t)= exp(-22At), but although v;.(x,t) defined by 
(40) satisfies (3) 
02 
~(v~(x, t)) - A~x2(V;~(x, t)) = T~( t~(x)  - AT;.(t~;i'(x ) 
= -,~2AT;~(t~;.(x) + AT;.(t)22X;.(x) = O, 
v;~(O, t) + ~xx(V~(O, t)) ---- T~(t)(X;.(O) + X;I(O)) -- O, 
condition (4) is not guaranteed because 
Bv;~(1,t) + C S~(v;.(1,t) )= BT;.(t)X;.(1) + CT;.(t)X~(1) 
= B exp(-22At)X;.(1 ) + C exp(-  22At)X;'(1 ) (43) 
and the last equation does not vanish because matrices B and C do not commute with A. However, 
if X;.(x) satisfies (42) together with condition 
BAJX;.(1) + CAJX;I(1) = O, 1 <.j<<.p - 1, (44) 
where p is the degree of the minimal polynomial of A, that is, problem (9) for this value of p, 
then we show now that v;.(x,t) defined by (40) satisfies (3)-(4).  In fact, for each t~>0, the matrix 
exponential T~(t)= exp(-22At) can be expressed as a matrix polynomial of A [8, p. 557], 
Xa(t) = exp(-22At) = bo(t)I + bl(t)A +. . .  + bp_l(t)A p-l, (45) 
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where bj(t), O<<.j<<.p- 1 are scalars. Under hypothesis (44), by (43) and (45) one gets 
~X p--I Bv;.(1,t) + C (v~(1,t)) = ~bj(t){BAJX;.(1) + CAJX](1)} = O, t>-O. (46) 
j=0 
Assume the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 2.1, let ff(Po, ao) be the eigenvalue set of problem 
(9) and consider the candidate series solution of problem (1)- (4)  of the form 
Xo(x)Do + Z e-'t2"Atx;'.(X) 




X:,.(x) = (sin(2.x) - 2. cos(2.x))D~°, 
Xo (x) = (x - 1 )Do, 
if 0 C ff(Po,~o), 
if 0 ~ff(Po,~o), 
(47) 
Now we seek appropriate vectors D~. and Do in C m so that the initial condition (4) holds true. By 
imposing (4) on (47) one gets that these vectors must satisfy 
(x - 1)Do + y~{sin(2.x) - 2n cos(2.x)}D;.°, 0 E ff(Po, ao), 
n~>l (49) 
f(x) = ~{s in (2 ,x )  - 2, cos(2nx)}D;.°, 0 ~(Po ,~o) .  
n~>l 
Let f = ( f l ,  f2,...,  fm)T and consider for 1 ~<j ~< m, the scalar regular Sturm-Liouville problem 
xj ' (x)  + 2%(x)  = o, 
x j (0)  + x}(o) = o, o < x < 1, 2 > o (5o) 
(1 - aoPo)Xf i l )  + aoX}(1) = 0, 
It is easy to check that the eigenvalue set problem (50) is ~-(P0, a0) and its common set of eigen- 
functions is given by (48) substituting vectors D~.., Do by scalars D~°.j, Do.j, respectively, 1<<.j~m. 
In order to guarantee well-posedness let us assume: 
f (x)  is twice continuously differentiable in [0, 1], (51) 
such that f (0 )  + f ' (0 )  = 0, (1 - Poao)f(1) + ~of'(1) = 0 
and let 
f~ f(x)(sin(2,x) - 2, cos(2,x)) dx 
d;..j = fol(sin(2,x) - 2, cos(2,x)) 2dx ' n ~> 1, (52) 
0, ~o#0, 
doj = fl f(x)(x - 1)dx, (53) 
So- X--  o=O. 
Note that 0 E ff(Po, ~o) means that ao=0, or that C is singular. By the convergence theorem in series 
of Sturm-Liouville functions [14,Ch. l l ,9,p.  90] one gets (49) and the series in (50) is uniformly 
2~>0 n>~l, 
(48) 
2o = 0. 
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convergent to f (x )  in [0,1] for each j with 1 <<.j<<.m. Now we study conditions so that vectors 
D~.° = (@ .... dx,,~ ... .  ,dx°.,,) T, Do = (do, l,do,2 . . . . .  do, m) T defined by (52)-(53) satisfy (28) and (31), 
respectively. Assume that 
and 
(C - ao(B + poC))f(x)  = 0, 0 ~<x ~< 1 (54) 
Ker(C - c~0(B + poC)) is an invariant of A. (55) 
Taking into account that under hypothesis (10) we always have real values P0 satisfying (11), 
from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, without losing generality we may assume P0 E N and that e0 is a real 
eigenvalue of (B + poC) -1C. 
Under hypotheses (54) and (55) one gets 
G(po, O~o)D~..=O, 2,¢~-(p0,~0), n>~0. (56) 
Finally we prove that under hypothesis (5) series (47) with coefficients D~. defined by (52)-(53) is 
a solution of problem (1)-(4).  By inequality (7) it is easy to prove that in any set 
D(to)={(x,t) ,  0~<x~<l, t>~to > 0}, 
series (57) as well as those appearing after twice termwise partial differentiation with respect o x 
and once partial differentiation with respect o t, namely 
Z 22e- ; t~Atx  ~tX'~ 
n An \ 2, 
n ) l  
~_,(--22n)Ae-;~A'x~.o(X), 
n>~l 
are uniformly convergent in DUo). By the differentiation theorem of functional series [2, p. 403], 
the series defined by (47), (52), (53) is twice partially differentiable with respect o x, once with 
respect o t and satisfies (1)-(4).  Summarizing, by the convergence theorems of Sturm-Liouville 
series expansions [9,14], the following result has been established. 
Theorem 3.1. With the hypothesis and the notation of  Theorem 2.1, assume that f (x )  satisfies 
(51) and (54), A is positive stable matrix and 
[C - O~o(B + poC)]A{I - [C - ~o(B + poC)]t[C - ~o (B + p0C)]} = 0. (57) 
Then U(x,t) defined by (47), (52), (53) is a solution of  problem (1)-(4). 
Proof. By the previous comments and the equivalence of conditions (57) and (55) the result is 
established. [] 
Now we construct a series solution of problem (1)- (4)  under weaker hypotheses on the function 
f (x )  appearing in (4). 
Assume that apart from hypothesis (11 ), 
There exist k distinct real eigenvalues a0(i) of (B + poC)- lc,  1 <~i<~k. (58) 
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Let R and Rg be the matrices defined by 
k 
R~ = I-[ [ (B+poC)- IC-~o( J ) ] '  l<~i<~k 
j--1 
k 
R = 1-I [(B + poC)- Ic  - ao(j)I]. 
j--1 
If E = KerR, then by the descomposition theorem [10, p. 536] we have 
E = Ker[(B + poC)-lC - c~o(1)I] O.--  ® Ker[(B + poC)-lC - c~o(k)I]. 
Note that polynomials 
k 
Oi(x) = I-[ (x - ao(j)), 1 <~i<~k, 
j= l  
j#i 
are coprime, and by Bezout's Theorem [10, p. 538], there exist numbers fl~,fl2,...,flk such that 
k 




Taking x = ~0(i) one gets that 
--1 
fli= [fly#i j=' (ao(i) - 0¢o(J')) 
Q(x) is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial and I=  ~ik=l f i Ri. Hence one gets the descomposition 
k k 
f (x )  = ~ fli R J (x )  = ~ gi(x), gi(x) = fli R,f(x).  (61 ) 
i=1 i=1 
If Rf (x )=O,  0~<x~< 1, then 9i(x) is the projection of f (x )  on the subspace Ker((B + poC)-lC - 
ao(i)I) since 
[(B + poC)- 'C - ~o(i)I]gi(x) = fli Rf(x) .  (62) 
Under the hypothesis 
Rf (x )=O,  0~<x~<l, (63) 
by (62), it follows that 
[(B + poC)-lC - C~o(i)I]gi(x) = 0, 0 ~<x ~< 1. (64) 
Assume that gg(x) defined by (61) satisfies 
g~(x) is twice continuously differentiable in [0, 1] with 
(65) 
g~(0) + gi(0)= 0 , (1-poO~o(i))9~(1)+~o(i)9~(1)=O, l<~i<~k, 
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and 
[(C - ~o(i)(B + poC)]A[I - [C - B + poC)]t[C - ~o(i) (B + p0C)]] -- 0, 1 ~< i ~<k. (66) 
Under these conditions (11) and the positive stability of matrix A, a series solution Ui(X,t) of the 
problem 
ut(x, t) - A Uxx(X, t) = O, 
u(O, t) + ux(O, t) = O, 
Bu(1,t)  ÷ Cuz(1,t) = O, 
U(X, O) : gi(X), 





is given by Theorem 3.1. By (61), then the function 
k 
U(x, t) = ui(x, t), 
i=l 
is a solution of problem (1)-(4). Summarizing the following result has been established. 
(67) 
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a positive stable matrix, assume that the pencil B + 2C is regular and let Po 
be a real number satisfying (11 ). Suppose that matrix (B+poC)-~C has k different real eigenvalues 
~o(1), ~o(2) . . . . .  ~o(k) such that condition (66) holds for 1 <~i <<.k. Let R and Ri be matrices defined 
by (59) and let E be the subspace defined by (60). Let f (x )  be a twice continuously differentiable 
function on [0, 1] satisfying (63) and 
Rif(O) + Rift(O) : O, (68) 
(1 -- Po~o(i))Rif(1) + ~o(i)Rif'(1) ----- O, 1 <,i<,k. 
Then conditions (65) hold true and problem (1)-(4) admits a solution given by (67) where ui(x, t) 
is the solution of  problem (Pi) constructed by Theorem 3.1. 
Example 3.1. Consider problem (1)-(4) where 
A = 
2 -2  1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 -1  2 0 
1 0 0 1 
, B= 
i 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
, C= [ -~  1 1 2] 0 2 0 2 0 0 " 
2 0 0 
Since B is invertible, the pencil B + 2C is regular and condition (11 ) is satisfied with Po = 0. Let 
H = (B + poC) - l c  = l o20 i] 0 2 0 
0 0 2 
-2  1 1 
and note that a(H)= {0,2}. If ~o(1)= 0, ~o(2)= 2, then we have 
ao(1) (po+l ) - l=- l¢0 ,  ~o(2) (po+1) -1=1¢0.  
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In this case we have that hypotheses (13) hold true for ~o(i), i = 1,2, and 
H - 21 =R1 = 
-2  2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-2  1 1 0 
, H=R2= [i 2° 2 0 0 2 





R = R1R2 = 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 -2  2 0 
Condition (63) for f = ( f l , f2 , f3 , f4 )  T takes the form 
f2(x)= f3(x), O~<x~<l 
and projections gi(x) for i = 1,2, are 
I 
f ,  (x) - f2 (x )  ] 
o 
gl(X) = -- Rl f (x )= 0 ' 
L f l (x )  fz(x) J 
(69) 
gz(X) - - - -  1Raf (x ) = 




- f l (x)  + f2(x) + f4(x) 
00 i] 0 0 - 
R~= __ 0 0 ' 










0 1 , 
16 8 
R2A(I-R~R2)=O and R1A( I -R IR1)=O 
and thus the subspaces Ker (H-2 I )  and KerH are invariant by the matrix A. Note that A is positive 
stable because a (A)= (1,2}. Condition (68) in this case takes the form 
f(O) + f'(O) = O, 
f l (1 )  ----- f : (1 ), (70) 
f2(1) + 2f~(1) = 0, 
f , (1 )  + 2f'1(1 ) = f4(1) + 2f~(1). 
Thus for functions f (x )  twice continuously differentiable on [0, 1] satisfying (69) and (70), Theorem 
3.2 provides a solution of problem (1)-(4).  
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4. Analytic-numerical solutions with a priori error bounds 
The series solution provided in Section 3 presents ome computational drawbacks. Firstly there is 
the infiniteness of the series. Secondly, eigenvalues are not exactly computable in spite of well-known 
efficient algorithms, see [24,25,18]. Finally the computation of matrix exponentials i not an easy 
task [21,29]. In this section we address the following question. Given an admissable rror E > 0 and 
a domain D(to, tl ) = {(x, t); 0 ~<x ~< 1, 0 < to < tl } how to construct an approximation avoiding the 
above inconveniences and whose error with respect o the exact solution is less than E uniformly 
in D(to, tl ). It is sufficient o develop the approach when the exact series solution is given by (67) 
with k = 1. 
With the notation of Section 3, we have [[ D;.. [12 = E j '= I  IO;..,j[ 2, and by Parseval's inequality [3, 
p. 223, 6], one gets 
/o' [D,~.,j[2~< [J~(x)lZdx, n>~O, l<<.j<.m, (71) 
 /01 /0' 1[ D~. H 2 ~ [f/(x)12dx= 11 f(x)11~ dx=M,  n~>0. (72) 
j=l  
By (48) and (71) one gets 
IlX~.(x) I[ z ~<(1 +2,)M,  n~>0. (73) 
By (7), for tl >~t>>.to it follows that 
m--I 
II e- " At 1122 Z (11A II t,v/NY 2]j. (74) 
/=o J! 
Let +~ and ~Ok be the scalar functions defined for s > 0 by 
+k(s) = e-~2#(A)t°s k, ~o~(s) = (k -+- 2)ln(s) - s23(A)to, 0 ~k ~2m - 1. (75) 
Note that 
, / k+2 
~ok(s)<0 fo rs>v~f l -~) - - sk ,  0~<k~<2m-1.  (76) 
Take s~ ~>sk such that 
(k + 2)ln(s) - sZt~(A)to < O, s>~s2, (77) 
then by (77) it follows that 
~k(S) = ske -szl~(A)t° < S -2, S~Stk, O<.k<<.2m - 1. (78) 
Since l im,~+~ 2~ = +c~, and 2, < 2,+1, let no be the first positive integer so that 
2, 0 > s* = max{s~; O<<.k<~2m - 1}. (79) 
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By (72)-(79) it follows that: 
--).2At'~" t '~ .5 . II e :':..~:~ 1122 = II e-'At(sm(2, x) - 2 .  cos(2.x))D;.. 1122 
m--I 
MX-" (~2j(.Z.) + ~2:+,(,t.))(ll A II t,¢-~): ~< /_..a 
j=o J! 





.~>.o e-<*x~"(x) 2 ~L Z ~.n2~ E n -2, 
2 n>no n>no 
because in each of the five cases quoted in Section 2, the eigenvalues 2. satisfy 
U(x,t,n,) = { 
satisfies 
7~ 
2. > nr~- ~ ~>(n-  1)rt, n~>2. 
Since ~.>l  n-2 = re2~ 6, taking nl > no so that 
E n 2 >g 
n=l 
by (80) and (82) one gets 
e-a:Atx;.(x) 2 (:. ~> ~ < -5' O <<. x <~ l, 
1 2 
Thus the finite sum 
"1 
Xo(x) + ~ e-:~*x~°(x), 
n=l 
"1 
--22At Z e " x~.,,(x), 
.=1  
t>~to > O. 
O~ 0~ O, 






but it has the imperfection of the exact computation of the eigenvalues 21,22  . . . . .  /].nl. Now we 
study the admissible tolerance when one approximates these eigenvalues 2i by 2i, l~i<<.nl, in 
g 
II U(x,t) - U(x,t, nl)112 < ~, O~<x~<l, t>~to > o, (85) 




Xo(x) + Z e-;:~"~%:.(x), ~0 = 0, 
0(x, t, nl ) = .=1 
~-~e-~'~"mXL (x ), ~o ¢ 0 
n=l  
(86) 
By (52) one gets 
D~.,j - DL, j = 
I(2.)I(.~.) f~ f (x ){s in ( i .x )  - i .  cos( i .x)} dx 
I(2.)I(,~.) 
4 fo f (x){s in(2.x)  -- 2. cos(2.x) - s in( i .x)  + i .  cos( i .x)} dx 
1(2.) 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for integrals it follows that 
(91) 
(92) 
XL(x ) = {sin(1.x) - i .  cos(~..x)}D L, 0~<x~<l, to <<. t <<. tl. 
Note that 
e-~Atx~.(x) - e-;.A%~(x) 
=e- ~2oAt { sin( i .x  ) -- i .cos()~.x)}D L - e- ;)"At { sin( 2.x ) -- 2. cos( 2.x ) } D;.. 
=( e - ~2"At - e- ;]at) { sin( i .x  ) -- i .  cos(~..x)}D L 
+ e-~2"At{sin(2.x) -- i .  COS(.~nX) -- sin(A.x) + 2. cos(2.x)}D L
+ e-;]A'{sin(2.x) -- 2. cos(A.x)}(D L - D;.° ). (87) 
Let I (p)  be defined for p > 0 by 
/0' I (p) = (sin(px) - p cos(px)) 2 dx = 1 - sinZ(p) + ( f  - 1) + 4p 
and let y > 0, A > 0, A1 > 0, be chosen so that 
inf{I(p),  p=2. ,  p=~. . ,  l<~n<~n,}>>-7 -~, 
max{2.,1. ;  1 <<.n<~nl}<<.A; 0 < AI < min(2~,l~). (89) 
Note that depending on the five cases quoted in Section 2 and the interval where the eigenvalues 
are located, these constants 7, A and Al are always available. It is easy to show that 
Isin(1.x) - 1. cos(1.x) - sin(2.x) + 2. cos(2.x)[ ~< [2. - '~nl(2 + 2.), 
(9o) 
[ s in (1 .x ) -  ~..cos(1.x)]~<l +~.., 0~<x~<l. 
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and by (90) one gets 
fo ~ [f(x){sin(2.x) - 2n cos(2.x) - + sin(~nx) ~n cos(,~nX)}l dx 
, ,2n -~n[ (2+2n) ( fo l [ f j (x ) [2dx)  1/2. 




1(2.) - I(2.) 
/ (f01 I£(x)l = dx) 1/2 + 12. - LI(2 + 2.)~ (1(2.)) ) 
= /'./n I {sin 20x - 2. cos 2nX "q- sin 2.x - 2. cos ,~.x}{sin 2nX -- 2 n COS 2nX -- sin Lx 
"~)~n COS ~n x} dx 
and by (89), (90) one gets 
11(2.) - I(,~.)1 ~< 12. - ,~.1(2 + 2. + ~n) 2, 
IO;..,j-OL,j[<~((l().n))-'/2+l)(l(2.))-l(2+2.+)..)2(follf(x)[2dx)'/212.-)..I, 
ID;..,j-DLjI<<.e(vl/2+I)y(I+A) I£(x)12dx) 12,--in[, l<~n<~nl, l<~j<~mj, 
(/o 1 IID;.°--DL II ~<4(T1/2 + 1)7(I+A) I£(x)12dx/l/212.-i.I, l<<.n<~nl. 
By (90) we also have 
I ) 
II O~ II ~<2(1 + i.)  II £(x) 112 dx ~<2(1 
By (7) and (89) one gets 
m--1 (A2tl II A II v/-~Y 
II e-;3"At 112 <~ e-t°3(A)A~ Z j! ' 
j=0 




+)~n)(f01 IIJ~(X)[[ 2 dx) 1/2, l~<n~<nl.(95) 
, l~<n~<nl, to<<.t<~tl. 
(96) 
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Let us write 
-~2 ~ 2 ~2 e -t;?°A -- e -tz.A = e-t/"A(e -t(;t°-/")A -- I). 
By (7), (89) and the mean-value theorem, under the hypothesis 12. - )-.I < 1 one gets 
II e-t~]A -- e-t~A 112 ~ II e-'~:°A 112 (exp(t(2] -/~2) II A I1) - 1), 
II e-'~"~ -e - '~  112 ~<e -~°A~(~)/~ (tl II A ~11 !v~a2y 4A II A II t, e211AIIA"[2.- 2.[" 
LJ:O 
By (87), (94)-(97),  assuming that 12. - 2.1 < 1, 1 <<.n<<.n~, to<~t<~h, it follows that 
II --tffZnA e " XL(x  ) -e-tZ2°Ax~.(X) - 112 ~<s 11 2. L II, 
where 
S=4(I+A)2e-t°A~(A)[~ (tl I IA I l j#A2) J{ f i  [I 
LJ=O 
to <<.t<~tl, l <~n<~nl, 
A ]l e2AIIAllt' --F 2 (  fo 1 
Given e > 0 and nl, consider approximations ,~, of 2, for 1 <<.n<~nt, so that 
(3-51s) 12, - 2nl < min 1, , 1 <~n<~nl, 
then by (84), (86), (98) and (99) it follows that 
II U(x,t, n l ) -  (J(x,t, nl)112 < 3' t°<~t<~h' 0~<x~<l. 
By Theorem 11.2.4 of [11, p. 550], for to <<. t <<. tl one gets 
e_)~]tA ~ (--~2ntA)q m 
- k=0 -~" ~< (q ~ 1)! 
and by (89) 
e-£]tA ~-~ (-- ~2ntA ) q 
-2 
- - (2 . t l  II A II)q+'e IIA"''lSI 
(A2tl II A "~q+! [1J ellAIIt~A ~, 
(q+ 1)! 
Note that by (89), (90) and (95) one gets 
[IXL(x) H2 <~2(1 +A)2 (f01 II f(x)I I  2 dxf /2,  
lim (Azfi II A II)~+1 = O, 
q---*+~ (q + 1 )! 
Since 
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take the first positive integer q0 such that 
(A2tl II A]l) q+l 
< 
(q + 1)! 6nlellAllt'A2( 1 + Z)2(f  II f (x )  I[~ dx) 1/2' 
then by (86), (101) and (103) it follows that ff(x,t, nl,qo) defined by 
f . . -  ~,(-~-2.tA)k . .  
+ 2_. 2_. -x ocx), =o = o, 
n=l  k=0 " '"  
zT(x, t, nl, q0) = l n~ qo [ •2 ~' A ~k 
x n(x)' # o, 
satisfies 
II U(x,t)-(t(x,t ,  nl,qo)112 < 3' t°<<'t<~tl' 0~<x~<l 
and by (85), (102) and (105) one concludes 
II u(x,t)-~(x,t,n~,qo)112 to <<. t<<. tl, 0~<x~<l. 





Theorem 4.1. With the hypotheses and the notation of Theorem 3.1 and assuming that f ~ 0, let 
7,A and A1 be defned by (89). Let ~ > O, to > O, D(to, tl) = {(x,t); 0~<x~< 1,t0 <~t<<.tl} and let nl 
be chosen so that (82) holds. Take the first positive integer qo satisfying (103). Then ~(x,t, nl,qo) 
defined by (104) is an approximation of the exact series solution u(x,t) defined by (47), (52), (53) 
satisfying (106). 
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